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I actually was on cipralex for about 4 months a 2 years ago. Instead, he wants me to keep taking Zoloft; and he
prescribed Lorazepam Ativan for me to take on an "as needed" basis. When i was coming off of it i felt something weird
in my chest, like almost like bubbles or grinding. He IS actually right about that. For a year now ive had costochondritis.
Send a private message to Joshybuoy. BB code is On. Switch to Threaded Mode. He also pretty much confessed that he
thinks almost ANY physical symptom can be attribute to anxiety. I've been on Zoloft a little over a month; and the
psychiatric benefits have definitely kicked in happier, no more suicidal tendencies, depression almost vanished. Then I
asked him if he would prescribe something for the Costochondritis, like one of these: Thread Tools Show Printable
Version. Switch to Hybrid Mode. I totally disagree with that. I'd love to hear from anyone with side effects with Zoloft,
particularly panic attacks and chest pains.Costochondritis is found among people who take Zoloft, especially for people
who are female, old, have been taking the drug for 1 - 6 months, also take medication Fosamax, and have Pain. This
review analyzes which people have Costochondritis with Zoloft. It is created by eHealthMe based on reports of 95, Is
Zoloft helpful for Costochondritis? can Zoloft cause Costochondritis? Zoloft is mentioned in 18 posts about
Costochondritis. Is Sertraline helpful for Costochondritis? can Sertraline cause Costochondritis? Sertraline is mentioned
in 5 posts about Costochondritis. Dec 4, - Im 31 and was diagnosed with costochondritis about a year ago. . I also take
an antidepressant called Zoloft. . What I wanted to come on here and say is that anyone suffering in this way may have
Costochondritis and although it can be painful should ease your minds with some knowledge that what you. Now, i'm
being told it's costochondritis. Now, this month I recently saw a rheumotoligist at the 'in-motion' clinic at my hospital. he
gave me celebrex (which i had already been using for a few weeks) and Zoloft. i must say the celebrex did definitely
help dull the pain a abit, however I still flar up i notice when i get stressed at. I still hav let chest discomfort. I had a final
follow up with my cardiologist and he reassured me that my heart is fine (very comforting). He told me to give the
Zoloft a little more time. My left chest discomfort is a little weird to explain. During the day I feel fine but randomly I
start to feel this weird feeling of void in. Aug 19, - When I was on zoloft the pains seem to be going away faster but I
had a bad reaction where I wanted to kill everyone when I was on it, it made me very aggressive. It has been 10 months
now and I am alot better I can now dance again with no pain and big sound systems in concerts dont bother my ribs. Feb
28, - Costochondritis is an inflammation of the costo-sternal joint (rib-sternum) or it could be an inflammation between
the costo-chondral joint (rib-rib cartilage). The group mainly affected is that woman over 40s. .. I dont know if it makes
a difference but I am currently taking zoloft. Any help would be appreciated. She put me on zoloft. In the next 2 months
following all of this, everything whirled out of control quickly. I kept getting UTI's an kidney infections, i developed
this awful pain in my chest and was diagnosed with costochondritis, my hips constantly felt like they were on fire, my
back and neck ached, everything. They also presribed Zoloft, because this disease is stressful and it leaves you feeling
overwhelmed with depression that you will never feel better, and that there has to be more wrong than just the costo
diagnosis. I am no longer taking the Zoloft. Oh, by way, my age is Follow Ups: Re: persistant coughing in relation to.
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